Bad habits before sleeping

Many of us love to have bad habits before we go to bed: drinking, smoking, eating heavy meals, and so on. These habits can interfere with the ability to sleep well and lead to poor sleep quality. In this article, we will discuss some common bad habits before sleeping and their potential effects on sleep.

1. **Drinking**
   - Drinking alcohol before bed can interfere with sleep quality.
   - Alcohol can lead to drowsiness and decrease REM sleep, which is beneficial for recall and creativity.

2. **Smoking**
   - Smoking before bed can lead to difficulty falling asleep and can increase the risk of sleep apnea.
   - Nicotine can also interfere with sleep quality and contribute to the development of insomnia.

3. **Eating Heavy Meals**
   - Eating a heavy meal before bed can lead to reflux and make it difficult to sleep.
   - It is better to eat a light snack at least 2-3 hours before bed.

4. **Exercising**
   - Exercising before bed can lead to increased alertness and make it difficult to fall asleep.
   - It is better to finish any exercise at least 2-3 hours before bed.

5. **Watching TV or Using Electronic Devices**
   - Watching TV or using electronic devices before bed can interfere with sleep quality.
   - The blue light emitted by screens can suppress melatonin secretion, which is important for sleep.

6. **Using Caffeine**
   - Using caffeine before bed can interfere with sleep quality.
   - Caffeine can increase alertness and interfere with the ability to fall asleep.

7. **Using Nicotine**
   - Using nicotine before bed can interfere with sleep quality.
   - Nicotine can increase alertness and contribute to the development of insomnia.

8. **Using Non-Sleep Drugs**
   - Using non-sleep drugs such as paracetamol, ibuprofen, and antibiotics can interfere with sleep quality.
   - These drugs can interfere with the normal sleep cycle and lead to increased alertness.

9. **Using Sleep Aids**
   - Using sleep aids such as hypnotics and sedatives can interfere with sleep quality.
   - These drugs can lead to decreased REM sleep and decrease sleep efficiency.

10. **Using Alcohol**
    - Using alcohol before bed can interfere with sleep quality.
    - Alcohol can lead to drowsiness and decrease REM sleep, which is beneficial for recall and creativity.

11. **Using Nicotine**
    - Using nicotine before bed can interfere with sleep quality.
    - Nicotine can increase alertness and contribute to the development of insomnia.

12. **Using Caffeine**
    - Using caffeine before bed can interfere with sleep quality.
    - Caffeine can increase alertness and interfere with the ability to fall asleep.

13. **Using Non-Sleep Drugs**
    - Using non-sleep drugs such as paracetamol, ibuprofen, and antibiotics can interfere with sleep quality.
    - These drugs can interfere with the normal sleep cycle and lead to increased alertness.

14. **Using Sleep Aids**
    - Using sleep aids such as hypnotics and sedatives can interfere with sleep quality.
    - These drugs can lead to decreased REM sleep and decrease sleep efficiency.

15. **Using Alcohol**
    - Using alcohol before bed can interfere with sleep quality.
    - Alcohol can lead to drowsiness and decrease REM sleep, which is beneficial for recall and creativity.

16. **Using Nicotine**
    - Using nicotine before bed can interfere with sleep quality.
    - Nicotine can increase alertness and contribute to the development of insomnia.

17. **Using Caffeine**
    - Using caffeine before bed can interfere with sleep quality.
    - Caffeine can increase alertness and interfere with the ability to fall asleep.

18. **Using Non-Sleep Drugs**
    - Using non-sleep drugs such as paracetamol, ibuprofen, and antibiotics can interfere with sleep quality.
    - These drugs can interfere with the normal sleep cycle and lead to increased alertness.

19. **Using Sleep Aids**
    - Using sleep aids such as hypnotics and sedatives can interfere with sleep quality.
    - These drugs can lead to decreased REM sleep and decrease sleep efficiency.

20. **Using Alcohol**
    - Using alcohol before bed can interfere with sleep quality.
    - Alcohol can lead to drowsiness and decrease REM sleep, which is beneficial for recall and creativity.

We encourage you to avoid these bad habits before sleeping to improve your sleep quality and overall health.

Check out the summer session at SIUE.

**We offer**

- **A bigger course selection:** Choose from more than 1,000 courses throughout the year.
- **Summer housing:** We’re keeping a residence hall open for you. Several summer rates available.
- **A summer-friendly schedule:** Many classes start for the summer term in the spring, with others starting in late May or early June.

**Enroll Today!** Summer is right around the corner: 1-800-447-SIUE

**SIUE 50**

**1957-2007**

**SIUE.edu/summer**

Nationally, 135,000 students choose SIUE for the weight-bearing programs, engaging faculty and convenient location just 25 miles from St. Louis.

**Cooking with Julia**

**Aunt Kathy’s Morning Glory Muffins**

Ingredients:
- 2 cups flour
- 1 cup sugar
- 1/2 cup vegetable oil
- 1 tsp vanilla extract
- 1 tsp baking soda
- 1 tsp baking powder
- 1/2 tsp salt
- 1/2 cup chopped pecans
- 1 1/2 cup finely grated apples
- 1 cup cornmeal
- 2 cups shredded carrots
- 1/2 cup chopped dates
- 1/2 cup shredded pecans
- 1/2 cup vegetable oil
- 1 teaspoon vanilla extract

Instructions:
- In a large bowl, mix together flour, sugar, cornmeal, baking soda, baking powder, salt, and chopped pecans.
- In another bowl, combine vegetables, apples, applesauce, dates, and pecans.
- Combine all wet ingredients except nuts and apples and mix well. Fill 24 Pampered Chef muffin cups (which, by the way, are made of tin foil, which can be removed and reused after baking) with batter and bake for 25 minutes or until toothpick comes out clean. (Do not use muffin pans.)

**Theorists develop open viewpoint**

Many people assert that I am a conspiracy theorist. This is not correct. Rather, as per the assertion of one true higher educational institution, I am a conspiracy theorist in order to educate myself whether or not crazy claims exist concerning the existence of conspiracies and plans to ruin the human race due to war. I find it real that people do not believe I am a true higher educational institution of any sort. Therefore, I encourage you to treat the problem. Treatments for sleep disorders, which can be caused by physical, psychological, or biological factors, include:

- **Medicines for sleep disorders:**
  - Benzodiazepines
  - Melatonin
  - Melatonin receptor agonists
- **Counseling and therapy:**
  - Cognitive behavioral therapy
  - Hypnosis
- **Lifestyle changes:**
  - Avoiding caffeine and alcohol
  - Exercising regularly
  - Maintaining a consistent sleep schedule
- **Sleep hygiene:**
  - Creating a comfortable sleep environment
  - Avoiding bright lights before bedtime
  - Avoiding heavy meals before bedtime

**Snoring:**
- The sounds produced when air goes through the nose and mouth while a person is sleeping
- Snoring can be caused by a variety of factors, such as obesity, sleep apnea, alcohol use, and medications
- Snoring can be a sign of sleep apnea, a condition in which a person stops breathing for short periods during sleep

**Restless Leg Syndrome (RLS):**
- A condition characterized by an irresistible urge to move the legs
- Symptoms often occur in the legs and can be worse at night
- RLS can be caused by genetics, medications, or other factors

**Narcolepsy:**
- A disorder characterized by sudden, uncontrollable episodes of sleep
- Symptoms can include falling asleep during the day, even after a good night's sleep
- Narcolepsy can be caused by a variety of factors, including genetics, medications, and sleep disorders

**Sleep apnea:**
- A condition characterized by irregular breathing during sleep
- Symptoms can include loud snoring, daytime drowsiness, and difficulty breathing during sleep
- Sleep apnea can be caused by a variety of factors, including obesity, sleep disorders, and medications

**Insomnia:**
- A condition characterized by difficulty falling or staying asleep
- Symptoms can include daytime fatigue, irritability, and difficulty concentrating
- Insomnia can be caused by a variety of factors, including stress, poor sleep hygiene, and medications